FALL 2019

calendar of events

TUE 9/10 SEP MARIA KOZHEVNlkov | Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Harvard University / Psychology, National University of Singapore
Do Enhanced Cognitive States Exist: Boosting Cognitive Capacities through Adrenaline Rush Activities

TUE 9/24 SEP LAWRENCE ZBIBKOWSKI | Music, University of Chicago
Music and Affect
Presented by DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC (CMBC Co-Sponsored)

WED 9/25 OCT POST DOC SOCIAL MIXER
Food for Thought

WED 9/25 OCT MELANIE KILLEN | Psychology, University of Maryland
The Origins of Morality: Developing a Society of Equals
Presented by DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY (CMBC Co-Sponsored)
Cognition & Development Brown Bag Series

TUE 10/8 OCT FIONA CROSS | Entomology, University of Florida
Insights from Specialized Spiders into the Study of Animal Cognition
Presented by DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY (CMBC Co-Sponsored)

WED 10/9 OCT FIONA CROSS | Entomology, University of Florida
Spider Cognition: Insights from Miniature Brains

FRI 10/11 OCT CARTA Symposium WEBCAST WATCH PARTY
Impact of Early Life Deprivation on Cognition: Implications for the Evolutionary Origins of the Human Mind

THU 10/17 OCT DAN WEISKOPF | Philosophy / Neuroscience Institute, Georgia State University
The Myth of Natural Categories: Representing and Coordinating Ethnobiological Knowledge

MON 10/28 OCT RACHEL THEODORE | Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences, University of Conn.
Mixed Effects Models

WED 10/30 OCT RACHEL THEODORE | Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences, University of Conn.
Mixed Effects Models
Cognition & Development Brown Bag Series (CMBC Co-Sponsored)

MON 11/4 NOV MICHAEL ARBIB | Computer Science, Biological Sciences, Biomedical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Neuroscience, and Psychology | University of Southern California
The Aboutness of Language and the Evolution of the Construction-Ready Brain

WED 11/6 NOV SUSAN HEALY | Biology, University of St. Andrews
Building, Making, Creating: From Etymology to Behaviour and Intelligence
Emerging Scholars Series – CHRISTINA TZENG | Psychology, Emory University
Balancing Stability and Flexibility in the Perpetual System: Insights from Spoken Language Processing

WED 11/13 NOV DAN REYNOLDS | Film & Media Studies, Emory University
STELLA LOURENCO | Psychology, Emory University
Active Perception in Cinema and Video Games

TUE 11/19 NOV JENNIFER GROH | Psychology and Neuroscience / Neurobiology /Computer Science / Biomedical Engineering | Duke University
Hearing in a World of Light: Computations for Communicating Across the Senses

THU 11/21 NOV POST DOC SOCIAL MIXER
Food for Thought

Events are subject to change. For more information visit our website cmbc.emory.edu